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  Pom-Pom Monster Salon April Chorba,2011-07-01 An
old favourite gets an innovative makeover: now
kids can create, cut and style their own pom-pom
monsters. The Klutz-created pom-pom maker with
integrated numbering system provides customized
hairlines and facial features. Pom-poms emerge
that can carry off a mop top, an afro, pigtail,
mohawk and just about any other hairstyle in a
variety of colours. Also includes fun accessories
including foam teeth.
  This Monster Needs a Haircut Bethany
Barton,2012-07-05 Introducing a lovable monster
with a hairy problem Stewart is a monster. He has
wild, crazy, messy hair that's perfect for
scaring, collecting spiders, and hiding after-
school treats. But when Stewart's hair grows so
long that things start getting lost in it, his
parents decide it's time to intervene. Stewart
disagrees. His hair is awesome! But when Stewart's
hair keeps him from doing his very favorite thing,
he realizes it might be time to reconsider. With
slyly funny text and uproarious illustrations,
this humorous account of a much-feared experience
is a must-have for every monster--and every child,
too.
  The Memory Monster Yishai Sarid,2020-09-08 The
controversial English-language debut of celebrated
Israeli novelist Yishai Sarid is a harrowing,
ironic parable of how we reckon with human horror,
in which a young, present-day historian becomes
consumed by the memory of the Holocaust. Written
as a report to the chairman of Yad Vashem,
Israel’s memorial to the victims of the Holocaust,
our unnamed narrator recounts his own undoing.
Hired as a promising young historian, he soon
becomes a leading expert on Nazi methods of
extermination at concentration camps in Poland
during World War II and guides tours through the
sites for students and visiting dignitaries. He
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hungrily devours every detail of life and death in
the camps and takes pride in being able to
recreate for his audience the excruciating last
moments of the victims’ lives. The job becomes a
mission, and then an obsession. Spending so much
time immersed in death, his connections with the
living begin to deteriorate. He resents the
students lost in their iPhones, singing
sentimental songs, not expressing sufficient
outrage at the genocide committed by the Nazis. In
fact, he even begins to detect, in the students as
well as himself, a hint of admiration for the
murderers—their efficiency, audacity, and
determination. Force is the only way to resist
force, he comes to think, and one must be prepared
to kill. With the perspicuity of Kafka’s The Trial
and the obsessions of Delillo’s White Noise, The
Memory Monster confronts difficult questions that
are all too relevant to Israel and the world
today: How do we process human brutality? What
makes us choose sides in conflict? And how do we
honor the memory of horror without becoming
consumed by it? Praise for The Memory Monster:
“Award-winning Israeli novelist Sarid’s latest
work is a slim but powerful novel, rendered
beautifully in English by translator Greenspan….
Propelled by the narrator’s distinctive voice, the
novel is an original variation on one of the most
essential themes of post-Holocaust literature:
While countless writers have asked the question of
where, or if, humanity can be found within the
profoundly inhumane, Sarid incisively shows how
preoccupation and obsession with the inhumane can
take a toll on one’s own humanity…. it is, if not
an indictment of Holocaust memorialization, a
nuanced and trenchant consideration of its layered
politics. Ultimately, Sarid both refuses to
apologize for Jewish rage and condemns the
nefarious forms it sometimes takes. A bold,
masterful exploration of the banality of evil and
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the nature of revenge, controversial no matter how
it is read.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review “[A]
record of a breakdown, an impassioned
consideration of memory and its risks, and a
critique of Israel’s use of the Holocaust to shape
national identity…. Sarid’s unrelenting
examination of how narratives of the Holocaust are
shaped makes for much more than the average
confessional tale.” —Publishers Weekly “Reading
The Memory Monster, which is written as a report
to the director of Yad Vashem, felt like both an
extremely intimate experience and an eerily
clinical Holocaust history lesson. Perfectly
treading the fine line between these two
approaches, Sarid creates a haunting exploration
of collective memory and an important commentary
on humanity. How do we remember the Holocaust?
What tolls do we pay to carry on memory? This book
hit me viscerally, emotionally, and personally.
The Memory Monster is brief, but in its short
account Sarid manages to lay bare the tensions
between memory and morals, history and
nationalism, humanity and victimhood. An absolute
must-read.” —Julia DeVarti, Literati Bookstore
(Ann Arbor, MI) “In Yishai Sarid’s dark,
thoughtful novel The Memory Monster, a Holocaust
historian struggles with the weight of his
profession…. The Memory Monster is a novel that
pulls no punches in its exploration of the
responsibility—and the cost—of holding vigil over
the past.” —Eileen Gonzalez, Foreword Reviews
  Monster High: Voltageous Adventure! Gina
Gold,2017-02-07 Clawdeen Wolf and her ghoulfriends
are opening the first voltageous salon for both
monsters and Normies! But Moanica D'Kay has an
electrifying plot that will ruin Clawdeen's big
day. Will the ghouls be able to zap Moanica in her
tracks and save the salon? ©2017 Mattel. All
Rights Reserved.
  Even Monsters Need Haircuts Matthew
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McElligott,2013-06-27 Perfect for Halloween, this
is a hilarious story about a boy who follows in
his father's footsteps . . . in his own
monstrously unique way. Just before midnight, on
the night of a full moon, a young barber stays out
past his bedtime to go to work. Although his
customers are mostly regulars, they are anything
but normal-after all, even monsters need haircuts.
Business is steady all night, and this barber is
prepared for anything with his scissors, rotting
tonic, horn polish, and stink wax. It's a tough
job, but someone's got to help these creatures
maintain their ghoulish good looks.
  The Monstrous Discourse in the Donald Trump
Campaign Debbie Jay Williams,Kalyn L.
Prince,2017-11-15 This book argues that the use of
the monster metaphor through media coverage and
discourse surrounding Donald Trump’s 2016
presidential campaign suggests characteristics of
the monstrous in the public discourse, warranting
concerns for the future of national discourse.
  Focus On: 100 Most Popular Canadian Films
Wikipedia contributors,
  Monster High: Electrified: The Junior Novel
Perdita Finn,2017-02-07 When the ghouls discover
Clawdeen Wolf's big dream of opening a salon for
monsters and Normies alike, they can't wait to
make it a monstrous success! And Frankie knows
just the place for such a voltageous idea-her old
power station. But while the ghouls are preparing
their electric styles, Twyla spots Moanica D'Kay
working on a shocking plan of her own. And with
Frankie Stein's latest invention-a super powerful
battery-in Moanica's hands, the whole Normie World
could be in high-voltage danger! Can these
ghoulfriends save the Normies and make Clawdeen's
dream a clawesome reality? Only one thing's for
sure-it's going to be electrifying! Includes an 8-
page color insert! ©2017 Mattel. All Rights
Reserved.
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  The Woman of Ideas in French Art, 1830-1848
Janis Bergman-Carton,1995-01-01 Women in 19th-
century French art were represented as victims of
a harsh urban working-class life. This book offers
the argument that this representation obscured the
model woman of ideas, a prominent figure in the
narratives of French national and sexual politics.
  Evil Luke Russell,2014-05-22 When asked to
describe wartime atrocities, acts of terrorism,
and serial killers, many of us reach for the word
'evil'. But what does it mean to say that an
action or a person is evil? Some philosophers have
claimed that there is no such thing as evil, and
that thinking in terms of evil is simplistic and
dangerous. In response to this sceptical
challenge, Luke Russell shows that concept of evil
has a legitimate place within contemporary secular
moral thought. In this book he addresses questions
concerning the nature of evil action, such as
whether evil actions must be incomprehensible,
whether evil actions can be banal, and whether
there is a psychological hallmark that
distinguishes evils from other wrongs. Russell
also explores issues regarding the nature of evil
persons, including whether every evil person is an
evildoer, whether every evil person is
irredeemable, and whether a person could be evil
merely in virtue of having evil feelings. The
concept of evil is extreme, and is easily misused.
Nonetheless, Russell suggests that it has an
important role to play when it comes to evaluating
and explaining the worst kind of wrongdoing.
  Mysterious Maths Alison Head,2002 Mysterious
Maths covers essential topics from the National
Curriculum and is based around the popular theme
of magic. Wizard Whimstaff's blend of fun with
curriculum-based activities enchants and educates
young learners. Children work towards attaining a
Wizard's Trophy of Excellence at the end of the
book.
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  Dylan World War Nightmare Seth sparrer, Ben
Gamer and Cobra Master trapped in Fear Live.
Leaving the world vulnerable. Detecive Clue, Tony,
Dr.Monster and Peter getting their revange. Dylan
fighting for a way to get them out. Dylan time
travels to study his father's work. Before his
death. Learning the true purpose for Nightmare
Gamers creation. Dr.Monster acquires the Horrskull
the true weapon for Nightmare Gamers. That draws
on fear throughout time and realty. Becoming the
most powerful Nightmare Gamer to live. Waging
World War Nightmare. Dylan forming an allanice to
destroy the Nightmare Gamer empire for once and
for all. Leaving Dylan, Captian Miles and Rass to
work with former Nightmare Gamer leader Conner.
  A Long, Dark Shadow Allyn Walker,2021-06-22
Challenging widespread assumptions that persons
who are preferentially attracted to minors—often
referred to as pedophiles—are necessarily also
predators and sex offenders, this book takes
readers into the lives of non-offending minor-
attracted persons (MAPs). There is little research
into non-offending MAPs, a group whose experiences
offer valuable insights into the prevention of
child abuse. Navigating guilt, shame, and fear,
this universally maligned group demonstrates
remarkable resilience and commitment to living
without offending and to supporting and educating
others. Using data from interview-based research,
A Long, Dark Shadow offers a crucial account of
the lived experiences of this hidden population.
  Reexamining Academic Freedom in Religiously
Affiliated Universities Kenneth Garcia,2016-12-21
Kenneth Garcia presents an edited collection of
papers from the 2015 conference on academic
freedom at religiously affiliated universities,
held at the University of Notre Dame. These essays
reexamine the secular principle of academic
freedom and discuss how a theological
understanding might build on and further develop
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it. The year 2015 marked the 100th anniversary of
the founding of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP), the leading advocate
of academic freedom in America. In October 2015,
the University of Notre Dame convened a group of
prominent scholars to consider how the concept and
practice of academic freedom might evolve. The
premise behind the conference was that the current
conventional understandings of academic freedom
are primarily secular and, therefore, not yet
complete. The goal was to consider alternative
understandings in light of theological insight.
Theological insight, in this context, refers to an
awareness that there is a surplus of knowledge and
meaning to reality that transcends what can be
known through ordinary disciplinary methods of
inquiry, especially those that are quantitative or
empirical. Essays in this volume discuss how, in
light of the fact that findings in many fields
hint at connections to a greater whole, scholars
in any academic field should be free to pursue
those connections. Moreover, there are religious
traditions that can help inform those connections.
  Freefall into Fiction Barbara Turner-
Vesselago,2016-11-21 Barbara Turner-Vesselago's
first book, Writing Without a Parachute, showed
writers how to fall in love with writing. This new
book builds on this experience and encourages
writers to pursue their work with intention and
without inhibition. Freefall into Fiction: Finding
Form is designed to help writers, step-by-step, to
create publishable short stories, novels and
memoirs by finding their own unique balance
between the exploration offered by Freefall
Writing and the requirements of each particular
genre. This book penetrates deep inside the
writing process where that balancing act takes
place.
  Monstrous Maths Alison Head,Lynn Huggins-
Cooper,2002 This is a home study series designed
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to teach children core skills that will build
confidence at school. Each book supports the
literacy or numeracy framework for the relevant
school year. The English titles cover a wide range
of topics ranging from comprehension to story
writing, and the maths titles cover topics ranging
from algebra to fractions. The books magical
wizard theme should entertain as well as educate.
Motivation is encouraged by giving gold stars,
which can be added to a certificate of excellence
at the back of each book. Parental guidance on how
to make the best use of the book is included.
  Awesome Addition and Scary Subtraction, Age 9-10
Paul Broadbent,2002-07 A fun, interactive activity
book based around the popular theme of magic to
engage and motivate young learners. This book
helps children to practise their addition and
subtraction skills, reinforcing what has been
taught at school. The books combine fun, magical
characters and fantastic illustrations with
National Curriculum- focused activities.
*Motivating activities based on the KS2 National
Curriculum *Step-by-step learning introduced by
fun characters *Includes gold stickers to reward
achievement
  Monsters in America W. Scott Poole,2018-07-15
Monsters are here to stay.--Christopher James
Blythe Journal of Religion and Popular Culture
  Awesome Addition and Scary Subtraction, Age
10-11 Paul Broadbent,2002-07 A fun, interactive
activity book based around the popular theme of
magic to engage and motivate young learners. This
book helps children to practise their addition and
subtraction skills, reinforcing what has been
taught at school. The books combine fun, magical
characters and fantastic illustrations with
National Curriculum- focused activities.
*Motivating activities based on the KS2 National
Curriculum *Step-by-step learning introduced by
fun characters *Includes gold stickers to reward
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achievement
  Grammar, Age 8-9 Louis Fidge,2002-07 A fun,
interactive activity book based around the popular
theme of magic to engage and motivate young
learners. This book helps children to practise
their grammar skills, reinforcing what has been
taught at school. The books combine fun, magical
characters and fantastic illustrations with
National Curriculum- focused activities
*Motivating activities based on the KS2 National
Curriculum *Step-by-step learning introduced by
fun characters *Includes gold stickers to reward
achievement
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